OpenHIE IOL Functional Specifications

Below is the living version of the OpenHIE Interoperability Layer Functional Specification Documentation. The purpose of this document is to synthesise the definitions, functionality and expectations of an interoperability layer that is supportive of the OpenHIE architecture and community views.

This is a living document and the community is welcome to engage on the document, comment on points, request access to suggest changes and so forth.

Stakeholders are encouraged to leverage this document as a starting point when considering and interoperability layer and to contextualise it to their use-cases and implementation needs.

Google Doc link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zH3Tq93mfm-yt8XqFupFrpAHRBcUJsK8fMeebbaAPq7A/edit?usp=sharing
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